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ABSTRACT 
The free oscillations of the earth excited by the Chilean 
earthquake of 1960 have been measured by power spectral analysis 
of strain and pendulum seismographs. A revised and more precise 
table of free oscillation periods is presented. The period of the funda -
mental spheroidal mode lp~ is 53.82 minutes. 
Fine structure analysis has shown that for the first three 
spheroidal mode s there is good agreement between the observed 
splitting and that calculated for a rotating earth. Results for the 
toroidal modes are uncertain. 
A theory is presented that allows recovery of some of the source 
properties from observations of phase differences for spheroidal modes. 
A comparison of theory with observation confirms original estimates 
of a fault length of 1000 km and a rupture velocity of between 3 and 4 km/ sec. 
The effect of a moving source that decays exponentially with distance 
changes the pattern of phase shifts slightly but does not change estimates 
of the fault parameter s. An alternative interpretation of the source 
properties in terms of the relative amplitudes of the 2n + 1 split lines 
for each mode is presented but no calculations are performed. 
Preliminary data on the effects of geomagnetic storms on the 
oscillations of the earth place an upper limit of about 5 x 10 16 ergs / cph 
for the energy density associated with the elastic coupling of several 
magnetic storms. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The free oscillations of the earth have been discussed by 
theoreticians since the latter part of the 19th Century. The model of 
the earth used in their mathematical analyses has steadily increased 
in complexity from the homogeneous non-gravitating sphere of Lamb 
(1882) to a rotating, non-homogeneous layered earth complete with a 
liquid core and a solid inner core which is presently being investigated. 
In contrast to the long history of theoretical work, the attempts 
to measure the free periods of the earth have all taken place in recent 
years. In 1954 Benioff proposed that a 57 minute periodicity visible 
on the strain records of the Kamchatka earthquake was the fundamental 
spheroidal mode of the earth, which at that time was thought to have 
a period of about 60 minutes. The low Q of this oscillation, and the 
fact that other modes were not visible with comparable amplitudes 
cast much doubt on its identification, however this observation renewed 
a great theoretical interest in the problem. Benioff, Harrison, 
La Coste, Munk, and Slichter (1959) attempted to measure free oscilla-
tions in the background noise of strain and gravimeter records using 
power spectral analysis . Their results were negative, but they estab-
lished an upper limit for oscillations of the earth excited by continuing 
natural processes. Their sample did not include an earthquake disturb-
ance. Press (1960) performed Fourier analysis of the Kamchatka earth-
quake, and although he did not succeed in observing the lower modes, 
the higher modes were present in his results. The theoretical values 
for their periods had not yet been computed however, so he was unable 
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to identify these higher modes. In 1959 a netwo rk was added to the 
Isabella strain seismometer which reduced the effect of the earth tide 
and permitted higher magnification. . The Chilean earthquake of 1960 
was the first great earthquake to be recorded on this new system, 
and it was from these records that we obtained our first experimentally 
determined values for the free periods of the earth. 
Analysis of the I sabella and Nana strain records was carried 
out d u ring the summer of 1960 with the aid of the data reduction facili-
ties of the Sandia C o rporation. The results were conclusive enough 
by August of 1960 for the observed periods of 18 spheroidal and 5 
toroidal modes to be reported on by Press, Benioff, and Smith at the 
1. U. G. G. meetings in Helsinki. At the same time, records of the 
La Coste Romberg gravimeter at U. C. L. A. were being analyzed by 
Ness (l961). Excellent agreement on the periods of spheroidal modes 
recorded by these two instruments added a great deal to the confidence 
we placed in these early results. After the announcement of these 
observations, Pekeris (l961) computed the theoretical periods for the 
higher order modes for several earth models, and for the first time 
we could use the natural periods of the earth as criteria to determine which 
earth model was most correct. Subsequently Alsop, Sutton, and Ewing 
(1 96l), Bogert (1961), and Buchheim (1961) were able t o observe these 
modes in the records of their instruments. 
The ability to measure the earth's free oscillations should bring 
to the field of geophysics a new and powerful tool for the investigation 
of the internal structure of the earth. It should be pointed out h oweve r, 
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that to this point there has been little new dis covered about the earth's 
interior using this info rma tion, other than that Our models of the earth 
from seismic data are co rrect t o first o rder. A notable contribution 
along this line has been made by MacDonald and Ness {196l} using the 
t o roidal periods o nly . The full power o f this new information cannot 
be u tilized until the combined data on toroidal, spheroidal, and radial 
modes can be used t o refine our present earth models. 
Thes e o bservations have prov ided a ne w way of stu dy i ng the 
source mechanism o f earthquakes, and thus may lead to a better under-
standing o f the stress d is tributio n in crust and mantle. 
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II. METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
Analog to Digital Conversion 
In our initial study, records were digitized with a Telecomputing 
Corporation Telereader, recording both time and amplitude at non-
equally spaced time increments directly On punched cards. The readings 
we re made close enough so that the curve was appr oximately linear 
between points. These values were u sed to compute the values at equal 
t ime increments by linear interpolation, and the res ult was used as 
input to a Share program (CSTUKS) for power spectral analysis on an 
IBM 704. This data reduction and analysis was carried out with the 
cooperation of the Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
Subsequent digitizing has been accomplished by reading the 
records directly at equal time intervals on a Century Geophysical 
Corporation analog t o dig ital converter. The chart paper is rolled 
across a viewing area at a rate cont r olled by an ope rator who follows 
the trace with a cross-hair. A counte r is connected t o the drum drive 
which records the position of the c r oss -hair at specified increments 
of drum r o tation. The output of this system is a punched paper tape 
and an auxilliary recording of the digital values plotted On a strip chart 
recorder. This auxilliary recording is es sential to check f or large 
errors that might be present on the tape due to malfunctioning of the 
system, and also to check on the accuracy o f the operat o r. For an 
extremely tangled seismogram, the auxiliary recording gives us an 
additional check on whether we have untangled the traces correctly. 
These tapes can be in an arb itrary 4 bit BCD format, or in the s pecial 
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BCD format required by a Bendix G-15 computer, both of which can be 
easily converted to IBM cards. We find that paper tape used as an 
intermediate data storage medium plus card input controlled by Fortran 
subroutines to be a very flexible and convenient system for handling 
relatively large amounts of data. 
Numerical Spectral Analysis 
Two fundamental problems in numerical spectral analysis arise 
from the necessity of dealing with finite length records and with data 
that is sampled at discrete intervals. These two situations can be thought 
of as the result of operations performed on an infinite, continuous time 
record. The advantage of this view is that the effect of the corresponding 
operation in the frequency domain can be easily vi s ualized. The opera-
tion of selecting a length of record might be multiplication of the time 
function by a "box car" 
D(t) :: I for /t / :5 T 
.. 0 /t / > T 
The Fourier transform of this function is 
w{f) :: (s in lTfT)/lTf 
and the corresponding operation in the frequency domain would be the 
convolution of W(f) with the true spectrum. The fact that we can com-
pute only a spectrum which is the c onvolution of the true spectrum with 
another function has been likened to looking at the spectrum through a 
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window, hence the term" spectral window" is used for the function w(f}. 
A desirable spect ral window will have a maximum at f = 0, 
will fall off steeply to zero at some f requency f and oscillate with 
o 
only small amplitude from that point on. It will of course be symmetric 
about f = O. The region between 0 and f is known as the "main 
o 
beam, " and the oscillations as II side lobes" by analogy with an antenna 
radiation pattern. The width of the main beam determines the resolu-
tion with which we can separate closely spaced spectral lines, and the 
height of the side lobes determines how much contamination there will 
be d ue to power in adjacent frequency bands. 
A number of different window are in current use, and a corn-
parison of their properties has been given b y Parzen (1960). We have 
used the following time window in our power spectrum calculations: 
D(t} = (1 + cos m / T) / 2T It I ~ T 
.. 0 It I > T 
with frequency r esponse 
W(f} .. sin 2rrfT 
(1 - 4f2T2}2rrfT 
The use of this window in power spectral analysis is particularly con-
venient because its lTlultiplication times the covariance function is 
equivalent to smoothing the Fourier co sine series coefficients with the 
weights 1/ 4, 1/2, 1/ 4. This ope ration, known as "hanning" is dis cussed 
by Blackman and Tukey (195 9 ). 
In our fine structure analysis where we compute the Fourier 
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transform at arbitrary frequen cy increments, it is necessary t o actually 
multiply the data by a time window rather than t o perform a smoothing 
operation in the frequency domain. The window we have chosen for this 
type of analysis was suggested by Parzen (1960), and is shown in fig. 1. 
Its properties of beam width and side lobe height are better than the 
hanning window. The Parzen time window is given by 
D(t) = 1 - S!~ 12 +6 f~ 13 f~f <: 1/ 2 
Iii 2 ~f <: D(t) = (1 - ) 1/ 2 < 1 
D{t) 0: 0 1 ~ I > 1 
with a frequency response 
W(f) 0: 3/6 [sin fT /6 14 
4 fTf6 
We use this window because it is purely algebraic, easy t o apply, all the 
side lobes are positive, a nd th~ first s ide lobe which is the largest is less 
than 0 .20/0 of the peak height. For the extremely long records we have 
analyzed, the frequency re solution of this window has been more than 
adequate. 
A Tchebycheff window can be constructed by equating a 
Tchebycheff polynomial of order n to a Fourier series of n terms 
and evaluating the coefficients. This has been described by Dolph (l946) 
and was used by Ness (1961). Dolph prov ed that the resulting function is 
optimum in the sense that it has the narrowest main beam f o r a given 
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side lobe height and the lowest side lobe height for a given beam width 
of any window with the same number of coefficients. We have not fo und 
it necessary t o use such a window in our work. 
The operation of sampling the data at discrete intervals 6t can 
be considered as multiplication of the continuous function by the periodic 
functi on 
Set) = 1 for n6t, where n is an integer 
,. 0 elsewhere 
The Fourier series expansion of this function is 
Set) ,. 
+00 
'\ C 2rrikt / M L k e 
-00 
The sampled time function is then 
F (t),. F(t)· Set) 
s 
+00 
= L CkF(t)e2rrikt/6t 
-00 
From this we see that if the true spectrum is G(f), then by the shifting 
theorem the sampled spectrum will be 
+00 
Gs(f),. I C k G(f-k/6t) 
-00 
Thus the simple operation of sampling the continuous time function 
changes the spectrum into a p eriodic functi on, and irrevocably mixes 
up the frequencies f and f ± n / 6t. These indistinguishable frequencies 
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are known as aliases . Aliasing can be visualized by folding the fre-
quency axis like an accordian, with the folds at the points n / 26t. When 
this folding has been completed one can see how the entire spectrum is 
distributed between the frequencies a and 1/ 26t. The latter is some-
times referred to as the folding frequency. 
Digital Filtering 
In the preceding section it was pOinted out that the computed value 
of the spectrum at a certain frequency contains contributions from other 
frequencies due to the effects of finite record length and discretely 
sampled data. This extraneous power Can be reduced by proper filtering. 
There is of course no way to reduce the effect of aliasing introduced in 
the original digitizing of the analog record, so an adequate low pass 
electrical filter is es sential in the recording system. When it is de-
sired to reduce the 0 riginal sampling rate, either for convenience or 
for computational speed, a digital low pass filter and decimation opera-
tion can be performed. A filtering operation in the time domain would 
be a convolution with a certain set of coefficients. These coefficients 
can be computed to give almost any desired filter response, see for 
instance Tukey (1959, p . 100). The sharpness of a cut-off will depend 
on the number of coefficients used. Decimation by N means to select 
every Nth point from the series. The effect in the frequency domain 
is division of the folding frequency by N. An ideal low pass and deci-
mation operation would involve a filter that dropped to zero response 
for all frequencies greater than 1/ 2N6t, then when the spectrum is 
folded back by decimating by N, no new aliasing would be introduced. 
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We have used a synunetric low pass filter whose coefficients 
are giv en by 
F = (1 + cos = / M)/2M n = -M, +M 
n 
and M is defined as the low pass parameter. This is the same function 
used in our time window, only here we will be convoluting in the time 
domain instead of multiplying. The response for this function has been 
given in the section discussing windows. The first null in this response 
occurs at a frequency f = l / M.6t. We relate the decimation index N 
to the low pass parameter M by letting M = 2N + 1 thus folding the 
frequency axis just slightly beyond the first null in the filter response. 
This scheme has been adequate for the types of data which we have en-
countered, mainly because the power is falling off toward higher fre-
quencies as a result of analog filtering. 
The effect of finite record length can also be reduced b y filtering. 
In order to examine one regio n of the spectrum it is necessary to re-
duce the power in adjacent regions if it is large. This must be done so 
that relatively large amounts of power will not be n seen" through the 
side lobes of the spectral window. In our case, the earth tide with a 
period of 12. 5 hours is the major contribution to low frequency p ower, 
and a rather strong high pass filter is required to remove it. The 
coefficients of a high pass filter can be constructed from a low pass 
filter in the following manner. Multiply the coefficients by -I, this 
effectively turns the response upside down; then add 1 to the central coef-
ficient, this adds a constant to the response at all frequencies, and the 
result is a high pass filter. Carrying this out on the filter described 
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above we get a high pass filter specified by a new parameter H (in 
place of M). Where be! or e the period ~t corresponded t o the first 
null in the response, now HL'>t corresponds t o the period at which the 
response reaches a maximwn and starts cutting the low frequencies. 
We define the nominal pass band as the region between HL'>t and ~tK 
Power Spectra and Cross Spectra 
The power spectrwn, a concept of generalized harmonic analySiS 
is computed by forming the covariance function and taking its cosine 
transform. This is not always equivalent to squaring the modulus of 
the Fourier transform. For a discussion of generalized harmonic 
analysis see Lee (1960, chapter 2) . 
The covariance function of the sequence (x.), i = 1, N, for 
1 
p lags corrected for the observed mean is given by Tukey (1959) as 
N-p 
C (p) =N 11 r '\ 
xx "N=J>L L 
p 
N N-p 
X.X.+p- Nl ('\ X . )( '\ x.)] 
1 1 -p L 1 L 1 
l+p 1 
If the covariance is computed for M lags, then the power spectrwn can 
be calculated by the following expression 
M 
P xx(h) = ~ Cxx(O) + ~ l C (p) cos lrPh xx M 
p=l 
In an analogous manner, the cross spectrwn for two series X 
and Y can be defined as the complex F ourier transform of the co-
variance function C (p) where p runs from -M to +M lags. A 
xy 
complete statistical treatment of the concept of joint power distributions 
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has been given by Goodrn.an (1957). For our purposes, since we are 
dealing with impulsive excitations, it is sufficient to consider the cross 
spectrum as the power that is common to both series. Given the two 
series X and Y, the power spectrum for each, P and P ,and 
xx yy 
the complex cross spectrum P ,we can define the complex coherence 
xy 
as 
P 
= xy 
(P P )1/2 
xx yy 
o< IR 1<1 
xy 
In the analysis of earthquake signals, which are essentially the impulse 
response of the earth plus random seismic noise, the coherence is a 
measure of the noise to signal ratio. In this case it is in no way a 
measure of how closely the two signals resemble each other. If we 
considered a system which transformed X into Y and added a certain 
amount of noise in the process, the coherence would be the fraction of 
power in Y which could be attributed to a linear transformation of X. 
Since the operation of forming the covariance in time corresponds 
in the frequency domain to multiplication of the spect rum of one by the 
complex conjugate of the other, the argument of the cross spectrum 
(or the coherence) will be the phase difference between the transforms 
of the two functions. The more sophisticated view of coherence neces-
sary for random processes is not essential here, we would only say 
that computing the phase difference by cross spectral analysis tends 
to reduce the errors due to the already small amount of random noise 
present on a seismogram. 
We use cross spectral analysis when comparin g the amplitude 
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and phase spectrum between two stations, two earthquakes, o r two 
components of motion. 
Periodogram Analysis 
The periodogram GT(f} of a function F(t} can be defined as 
GT(f} '" ~ I SOT F(t}e -21Tiftdt \ 2 
Its use to estimate the spectrum of a strictly transient function can be 
easily justified by choosing T such that the contribution to the integral 
of the function from T to 00 is less than some preassigned value. 
For a periodic function, we need only choose T equal to a multiple 
of the period to get the formal definition of the line spectrum of a 
periodic function. When the function is neither transient nor periodic 
but contains a random continuing component, as does much experimental 
data, then periodogram analysis can be used only with great caution. 
Jenkins (1960) states that misuse of the periodogram "has been re-
sponsible for the acceptance of probably more false hypotheses than 
any other statistical or applied mathematical tool. " 
The earth's free oscillations are essentially damped sinusoidal 
vibrations, so we consider them as transient and take records long 
enough for the signal to be essentially zerO by the end of the record. 
In this approach it is necessary to know what proportion of the power 
is due to continuing seismic noise, as this part will control the variance 
of the computed spectral estimates . It has been shown by Jenkins (1960) 
that the periodograrn is not a reasonable estimator for the spectrum of 
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a random function becau se although the mean value of the spectrum 
for long samples converges to the proper value , the variance does not 
become small. This is the r eason why F ourie r a nalysi s of white 
n oi se (random numbers) d oes n ot pro duce a smooth flat spectrum, but 
a very jagged one. For this reas on we have only used periodogram 
analysis where we feel it is justified by the transient nature of the 
signal, a nd we have tried t o estimate what the n oi se level will be in 
thes e case s. We have used this method in mea suring the amplitud e 
spectra as a function of time , the Q of the earth by the bandwidth, 
the fine structure of the spectrum r equi ring high resolution, and a b-
solute phase me asurements referred t o the o rigin time of the source. 
Noise 
In o ur work with digitized seismograms the noise sources which 
a ppear t o be important are as f ollows: 
1) Timing errors, non-unifo rm drum speed 
2) Instrument drift 
3) Reading errors due to thick traces or tangled traces 
4) Paper stretch 
5) Base line errors 
6) Barometri c pressure changes 
7) Wind 
8) Local e a rth nois es including man-made disturbances 
9) E a rth tide 
10 ) Tilt of coastal regio ns due t o ocean tide loading. 
Erro rs 2), 5) , 9), and 10) c an be minimized by high p a ss filtering unless 
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they are close to a frequency of interest. For example, using a 
standard 1 r. p. h. drum seismogram, a slight stretch in the paper can 
produce a small distortion in the base line. This shows up in the 
spectrum as a very strong peak at a period of 1 hour. As a result, 
we do not anticipate much success in measuring the gravest mode of 
the earth which has a period of 53. 5 minutes using this type of seis-
InograITl. 
Timing errors are reduced by the digitizing technique we employ, 
dividing the distance between minute marks i nto proportionate parts. 
Errors 6), 7), and lOJ can be considered as signals, and inde-
pendent recording devices could be set up to measure them. Their 
effect on the measurement of the earth's spectrum could then be Cor-
rected for directly in the frequency domain. As a first step we have 
analyzed ocean tide recordings and found a significant effect on the low 
frequency spectrum as will be discussed in a later section. Long period 
recordings of barometric pressure changes are available for the Pasa-
dena station, and an analysis is planned for this data. 
The only effective way of treating local earth noises for which 
the source is not known is by cross spectral analysis of widely separated 
stations, which allows separation of all signals that are not coherent 
over large geographical areas. This has been our approach, and it has 
been remarkably successful for pairs of stations such as Pasadena-
Berkeley, Pasadena- Tiefenort, and Isabella-Nana. 
We have estimated the random noise introduced by reading the 
analog records by repeating the complete analysis of several records 
using entirely different methods . The agreement between the spectra 
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computed for these different sets of data representing the same signal 
was very good. especially at the lower frequencies. and on this basis 
we estimate that the random errors introduced in digitizing the records 
are very small compar ed with o ther local effects that distort the 
spectrum. 
• 
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III. RESULTS OF POWER SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 
Notation 
In our first paper. and in many of the figures included here we 
have used the notation of Pekeris (1959) for spheroidal modes and that 
of Gilbert and MacDonald (1959) for toroidal modes. These notations 
have not been consistant. Henceforth the following notation proposed by 
MacDonald and Ness (1961) will be used. 
and 
The number of radial nodal surfaces is given by n. the surface har-
monic dependence on the polar angle by 1. and the azimuthal dependence 
by m. To convert the notation in our figures. substitute an arabic 
number for the roman numeral used for n in the spheroidal modes. 
and subtract 1 from the index n used for the toroidal modes. Note that 
if n has been left blank it means that n =0. but if m is left blank it 
means that we are considering the degenerate case where m runs from 
-1 to + 1 and the frequency of the mode remains unchanged. 
Isabella-Nana 
Comparison of the spectra for these two strain instruments has 
been our most successful method for determination of the periods of 
free oscillations. Figures 2 and 3 show the remarkable similarities 
between the low frequency seismic spectrum of the Chilean earthquake 
recorded in Peru and in California. There are a number of questions 
about the interpretation of thedata shown in these figures. Fine structure 
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analysis has shown that 05 Z is correctly identified, however the period 
of the aT Z mode is not correct. As will be discussed in a later section, 
the aT Z mode may be split into one of two possible groups of 5 lines 
a 
each which means the period of aT Z can be either 43 . 31 or 4Z. 94 minutes. 
MacDonald and Ness (1961) have stated that the identification of OT5 and 
153 is incorrect. They have identified a double peak at 17. 68 and 17. 88 
minutes as 153" The presence of a peak at 17.88 minutes on an instru -
ment presumably recording only vertical motion certainly questions Our 
identification of 17. 9 min. as a toroidal mode. However our original 
identification of the peak at 17. 9 minute s as aT 5 was based on the large 
response of the N5 and EW horizontal pendulum seismographs at this 
period and the absence of any response on the vertical component (see 
fig. 4). Analysis of a longer record from the Isabella strain instrument 
casts doubt on the interpretation of any peaks in this region recorded at 
Isabella as can be seen in fig. 3a. In view of this, we will rely on the 
Nana observation and tentatively identify the peak at 17.96 minutes as 
The power spectrum calculation on the extended Isabella record 
used ZOOO lags at 6t = Z minutes for a total record length of 38, ZOO 
minutes. The radial mode 050 with a period of ZO.46 minutes is 
now visible (fig. 3a), and the single peak at 13. 5 minutes has been 
resolved into three separate peaks . As can be seen in fig. Z, there are 
three possible modes very close together in this region, 057' aT 7' and 
Z5 3 · The observed peaks are now at l3. 65 , l3.53, and l3. 35 minutes. 
The identification of the one at l3. 53 as 057 (see Table I) is based on 
the fact that its amplitude is comparable to the adjacent spheroidal modes 
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055' 056' and 058' The peak at 16. 03 minutes shown in fig. 3a is 
definitely broader than can be attributed to a single line. Unless this 
is due to the rotational splitting, which will be discussed in a later section, 
we have no explanation for this broadening. 
A revised table of the free oscillation periods measured with the 
extended Isabella record is given in Table I. The increased frequency 
resolution permits us to quote these periods to.4 significant figures. 
Pasadena-Berkeley 
This analysis represents our best separation of vertical motion, 
however the length of record was too short to resolve the problems of 
identification of the higher modes . The instruments used were two 
Press-Ewing 30-90 vertical seismometers, one at Pasadena and one at 
Berkeley. The croSS spectrum is shown in fig. 5. It seems doubtful 
that 153 is strongly excited as the only peak between 055 and 056 in 
this analysis is a rather small one at a period of 17. 4 minutes. The 
small peak between 056 and 057 at a period of 15. 0 minutes is probably 
252' The use of an instrument with a 30 second pendulum to interpret 
modes with periods down to 20 minutes seems justified by the good agree-
ment with observations made by other instruments. The observation of 
spheroidal modes from 057 on adds nothing new to our knowledge of 
the earth's spectrum, but the phase informat ion for these modes is an 
indication of the properties of the exciting source as will be discussed 
later. An interesting point is the absence of the 059 mode in this c ross 
spectrum. 
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Tiefenort N-S and E- W 
The records for a double pendulum instrument designed for 
measuring the earth tide were made available to us by Professor W. 
Buchheim at Freiberg . The station is at Tiefenort, East Germany and 
has both a N-S and E - W component. The records had to be photographi-
cally enlarged by a factor of 10 before they could be digitized at one 
minute intervals, so there is a relatively large error introduced by the 
thickness of the trace. The individual power spectra and the cross 
spectra of these two instruments is shown in fig. 7. From this analysis 
it is clear to what extent these horizontal instruments are responding 
to tilt associated with the spheroidal modes. Many of the modes can be 
identified by comparison with the theoretical values for a Gutenberg 
model earth which are plotted on the figure. Because of the short record 
(24 hours) and large expected error as mentioned above, a table of ob-
served periods and identifications will not be presented here as it could 
not materially add to our knowledge of the periods. One of the more 
interesting things to result from this analysiS is the phase difference 
between the two horizontal components. For a stationary source, or 
a moving point source we would expect only a difference of 0 or IT in 
phase. As soon as one postulates a moving dipole source, however, 
these phases can take on any intermediate value . This effect will be 
discussed in a later section. 
Pasadena-Tiefenort E- W 
Cross spectral analysis was performed on the Tiefenort E- W com-
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ponent and a long period horizontal E- W instrument at Pasadena and is 
shown in fig. 6. Both these instruments are responding to tilt as well 
as horizontal acceleration. Since the response to toroidal motion is 
good, we have made a tentative identification of toroidal modes from 
OT4 to OT12, and it is given in Table II. It largely confirms Our esti-
mates of these modes made from the Isabella and Nana strain. There 
is, of course no assurance that for some of these, particularly the 
higher modes, the response is to tilt associated with overtones of 
spheroidal modes. The best approach to the problem of mode identifi-
cation depends heavily on the separation of vertical from horizontal 
motion. This can be accomplished quite well with arrays of 3 corn.ponent 
instruments. however in this study the records of pendulum instruments 
were not sufficiently long to separate components of motion for the higher 
modes. A further complication enters of course if the toroidal modes 
couple to produce vertical motion as has been suggested by MacDonald 
and Ness (1961). 
As before, the complex cross spectrum gives us a measure of 
phase difference between stations as a function of mode number. 
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TABLE I 
REVISED FREE OSCILLATION PERIODS RESULTING FROM ANALYSIS 
OF A 636 HOUR INTERVAL OF THE ISABELLA STRAIN RECORD 
Period Period 
in min. Mode in min. Mode 
53.82 0 OSZ 11. 78 OS8 
4Z. 94 or 43. 31 0 OT2 11.00 ? 
35. 55 0 OS3 10. 57 OS9 
28.67 OT3 10. 33 OTI0 
Z5.77 OS4 9 . 668 OSlO 
Z4.49 I S4 9. 581 OT11 
21.80 OT4 8.954 OT1Z 
20. 46 OSO 8.934 OSll 
19. 80 OS5 8. 368 OS12 
18. 24 ? 7. 882 OS13 
16. 03 OS6 7.466 OS14 
15.44 OT6 7. 095 OS15 
15. 07 ZS 2 6.777 OS16 
13. 65 OT7 6. 488 OSl 7 
13. 53 OS7 6. 226 OS18 
13. 35 ZS 3 5.993 OS19 
lZ. 29 OT8 5.776 OSZO 
12. 06 2S4 
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TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF TOROIDAL MODES MEASURED BY CROSS SPECTRAL 
ANALYSIS OF TWO PAIRS OF HORIZONTAL INSTRUMENTS 
Mode Pe riod in ITlinute s 
Pasadena Isabella 
Tiefenort Nana 
OT4 21. 6 21. 80 
OT5 18. 0 17.96 
OT6 15. 3 15. 44 
OT7 13. 5 13. 65 
OT8 12. 2 12. 29 
OT9 11. 29 
o T 10 10. 3 10. 33 
OTU 9.68 9. 5 81 
OT 12 9. 02 8 954 
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IV. FINE STRUCTURE 
Rotational Splitting of the Earth's Free Oscillations 
It was noted in the papers by Benioff, Press, and Smith (1961), and 
by Ness, Harrison and Slichter (1961) that several of the lower spheroidal 
modes were appearing as doublets or triplets instead of as single lines 
as would be expected for a stationary elastic sphere. It was suggested 
by Gilbert and MacDonald (1959) that the spectral lines of the earth would 
be split by the departure from sphericity and the rotation of the earth. 
Backus and Gilbert (1961), Pekeris, Alterman, and Jarosch (1961), and 
MacDonald and Ness (1961) have shown by various perturbation techniques 
that the additional forces that are present in a rotating system completely 
remove the degeneracy of an oscillating elastic sphere and split the nth 
mode of spheroidal or toroidal oscillation into 2n + 1 lines. They have 
also shown that the oblateness of the earth is a second order term com-
pared to the rotation. 
To obtain a frequency resolution sufficient to measure these 
closely spaced multiplets requires great lengths of record, the length 
chosen is limited only by dissipation and noise. The only instrument from 
which we could obtain a long uninterrupted recording of the Chilean earth-
quake was the Benioff strain seismometer at Isabella, California. The 
recording was digitized for an interval of 636 hours following the earth-
quake. With present estimates of the Q for the gravest mode, we would 
expect its amplitude to be down by less than Ve 2 after this length of time. 
Working with this great length of record has introduced a relatively large 
amount of noise in proportion to the average Jlevel of signal, especially 
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for the higher ITlodes. By noise we ITlean extraneous signals, not n e ces-
sarily randoITl in c h aracter. In ITlost of the analyses described in this 
section, we repeated the calcula tions for the first half of the record 
(318 hours) to see the variability in the spectruITl caused by such noise. 
In SOITle cases the variability is great enough to reject the results en-
tirel y. 
Following Backus and Gilbert (1961), the perturbation in frequency 
due to rotation of the earth is given by ITli3 F where ITl is the a.z:iITluthal 
n 
degree of the surface harITlonic, F is the frequency of the earth's rota-
tion, and i3 is the splitting paraITleter for the nth ITlode . The 2n + 1 
n 
split lines for the nth ITlode will then have frequencies 
fITl = f (1 + ITli3 /1440) cycles per ITlinute 
n n n 
where f is the degenerate frequency of the nth ITlode. For spheroidal 
n 
ITlodes, i3 is a function of the properties of the earth, but for toroidal 
n 
ITlodes it depends only on the order of the ITlode. We have ITleasured R t-'n 
for three spheroidal ITlodes and for 2 toroidal ITlodes. A cOITlparison of the 
observed values with the theoretical is given in table III. The aITlount of 
confidence placed in these ITleasureITlents is discussed below. 
Since the splitting considered is in the forITl of a perturbation, it 
can only provide a ITleasure of how widely spaced the 2n + 1 lines will 
be, not of their absolute frequency. To ITlake a cOITlparison with a 
theoretical e a rth ITlodel which does not take into account rotation, we ITlust 
use the line for ITl = O. The period for this line of each split ITlode is 
given in table III. The uncertainties listed do not take into account the 
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possible misidentification of a line. Two possible values are listed for 
o o T 2 as will be explained below. 
Spheroidal Mode OS2 
Figure 8 shows that 3 out of the possible 5 lines for this mode 
have been excited. The theoretical values of Backus and Gilbert (1961) 
are indicated by the arrows at the bottom of the figure. Vertical lines 
are drawn through the observed peaks which are in very good agreement 
with the theory. The dashed line indicates the results of analyzing only 
the fir st half of the record. There is a marked difference in the relative 
amplitudes of the 3 split lines for the two lengths of interval that were 
used. The central line lp~ appears to be increasing relative to the other 
lines. This indicates that the dissipation is much lower for this harmonic, 
or that energy is being maintained either by additional sources or by 
coupling from the adjacent lines . A detailed analysis is now under way 
in which the 636 hour record is divided into many overlapping sections 
and each section is analyzed separately. This will show more clearly the 
time dependence of energy in these 3 lines . If the changes are abrupt it 
will indicate that perhaps additional sources have acted during the 26 day 
interval. 
The period of the central line is 53. 832. 0.04 minutes. We place a 
great deal of confidence in the identification of this mode and the deter-
mination of its period. The Q measured from width at half power is 
350, however if energy is being transferred to this mode, this value will 
not be a measure of dissipation. 
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Spheroidal Mode OS3 
Figure 9 shows that 5 out of the possible 7 lines have been excited. 
In this figure only the theoretically predicted lines are drawn, as they 
are as close a fit to the observed peaks as could be determined. Again, 
as in the o OS2 mode, the central line o OS3 is increasing relative to the 
adjacent lines. 
The period of the central line is 35.55 + 0.02 minutes and there 
is little doubt that the identification is correct. 
Spheroidal Mode OS4 
Figure 10 shows a possible interpretation of this mode as 9 equally 
spaced lines. A theoretical value for the splitting is not yet available. 
If this interpretation is correct, and there is some doubt that it is, then 
the period of the central line is 25. 89 minutes, and the splitting parameter 
is O. 14. 
Tor oidal Mode 0 T 2 
Figure 11 shows two possible interpretations of the 5 way split ex-
pected for this mode. In the previous analysis, 0 T 2 was thought to have 
a period of 42. 3 minutes from a rather broad peak in the power spectrum. 
With a longer record and a finer resolution it now appears to be con-
siderably lower in fr equency. One possible interpretation is indicated 
·by the vertical lines drawn through 5 peaks. If this is correct then the 
period of the central line is 43. 3l.! 0.10, the splitting parameter is O. 26 
and Q is about 400 from the bandwidth of OT Z
2
. Both the splitting 
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parameter and Q are much larger than would be expected for this mode. 
The other possible interpretation is shown by the small lines near the 
bottom of the figure. If one assumes that the peaks at 43.97 and 43.63 
mi~utes are spurious, then it appears that_the two pairs 
and 0 q~ oq~ are unresolved, the splitting parameter is about 0.16, and 
the Q approximately 160. This much more reasonable interpretation 
which gives a period for the central line of 42.94 minutes depends on 
being able to reject t he two extraneous peaks mentioned above, and at 
this point there is no justification for doing this. Further analysis to 
examine the behavior of these peaks as a funct ion of time may provide 
such a criteria. 
Toroidal Mode OT 3 
Figure 12 shows 7 equally spaced lines, which is our interpretation 
of this mode. The difference between the analysis of the short and long 
record is not too great for the peaks indicated by the vertical lines. 
This is not true for the large peaks on either side of the 7 lines that we 
have indicated, and on this basis they were discarded as being spurious . 
If the interpretation is correct, the period of the central line is 
28. 51.±. 0. 05 minutes, and the splitting parameter is 0.14. The splitting 
is again consider ably larger than the theoretical value of O. 083. If 
this is the true spectrum of the 0 T 3 mode, then the Q must be about 
400, which is considerably larger than evidence for other shear type 
motions would indicate (Sato, 1958). This fact in itself casts doubt on the 
observation of the split 0 T 3 mode. 
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Radial Mode OSO 
Figure 13 shows a single peak at ZO. 458 + O. 006 minutes. This 
mode is nondegenerate and is therefore not split. The Q from band-
width is about 900. 
These observations of the fine structure of the earth's spectruln 
are considered as preliminary results. Much of the uncertainty is due 
to the fact that we have available only one example of a source that ex-
cited the free oscillations. Another sample with which to work would 
perhaps resolve some of the problems outlined above. Further analyses 
as described in the discussion of the OSZ and 0 T Z modes may clarify 
a few specific points. 
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TABLE III 
RESULTS OF FINE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS COMPARED 
WITH ROTATIONAL SPLITTING 
Mode Period of central Observed splitting Theoretical 
line in rrlinute s paraIneter splitting paraIneter 
OS2 53.82+0.04 O. 41 O. 3984 
OS3 35. 55 + O. 02 O. 18 O. 1845 
OS4 25. 89 + O. 03 O. 14 
OT2 43. 31 + O. 10 O. 26 o. 1667 
or or 
42. 94 + O. 10 O. 16 
OT3 28. 51 + O. 05 0.14 O. 0833 
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v. SOURCE PROPERTIES 
General Considerations 
In principle, an observation of the aInplitude and phase of all the 
Inodes of the earth will perxnit a cOInplete specification of the initial 
state of the systeIn, that is the displaceInents and velocities at tiIne 
zero when the source acted. Even the observation of a finite nUInber of 
Inodes, say all those with frequencies less than SOIne fixed frequency, 
would perInit a partial synthesis of at least the low surface harInonic 
dependence of the source. Unfortunately, the observations are not good 
enough at this point to undertake even a lixnited synthesis of the source. 
However, by applying SOIne of the inforInat ion already known about earth-
quake sources, in the forIn of certain assuInptions about the InatheInatical 
representation of a fault, the free oscillation data can be Inade to yield 
SOIne new insights into the dynaxnics of faulting. 
For a point source the vector cOInponents of displaceInent for 
each Inode should have an initial phase of 0 or IT depending on the value 
of the surface harInonics at the point of observation. This is easily see n 
by considering a standing wave in one diInension. The tiIne variation 
at each point has a phase of 0 or IT with respect to the point at which 
the source acted. When the source is distributed in space however, 
the one-diInensional analogy is no longer valid, and initial phases of the 
cOInponents of displaceInent other than 0 or IT are pos sible. 
It was noted early in this study that the experiInentally deterxnined 
initial phases for vertical and horizontal displaceInents could not be 0 or 
IT for all frequencies because the Ineasured phase differences between 
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the se cOITlponents varied continuously and approached rr/2 for the 
higher spheroidal ITlodes. Since the spheroidal ITlodes can be considered 
as a standing wave interference pattern of Rayleigh waves propagating 
in opposite directions around the earth, and each propagating wave has 
a phase shift of rr/2 between vertical and horizontal cOITlponents, the 
observed shift for spheroidal ITlodes was interpreted as due to preferen-
tial radiation of Rayleigh waves in one direction. The amount of this 
preferential radiation as a function of ITlode number is a measure of 
certain dynamic properties of the source. If the sequence of aftershocks 
outlines the direction and extent of faulting, and it is assuITled that the 
faulting proceeds continuously along this direction at some finite rupture 
velocity, then the phase shift ITleasureITlent outlined above will allow a 
rough _deterITlination of the rupture velocity. A description of the ITlethod 
for ITlodeling a fault by a ITloving point source of norITlal stress has been 
given by Benioff, Press, and Smith (1961), and their result for the 
Chilean earthquake indicated a rupture velocity of between 3 and 4 km/ sec 
and a fault length of about 1000 kITl. 
This ITlethod has been generalized to include a ITloving dipole source 
which gives rise to phase shifts between the three vector components of 
displaceITlent on a sphere. The extension to phase shifts between hori-
zontal components allows us t o use the lowest ITlodes recorded on strain 
instruITlents and tiltITleters previously not permitting interpretation due 
to the absence of a vertical cOITlponent. However, as will be pointed out. 
the present data is such that consideration of a dipole source rather than 
a vertical force has not ITlaterially added to our knowledge of the dynamic 
properties of the Chilean earthquake. The important result is that the 
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aftershocks do outline the extent of f aulting, and the rupture does propa-
gate at a velocity near that of Rayleigh waves . 
An alternate interpretation of the effect of a mOving source in 
terms of the degenerate modes of a sphere will be presented. This 
interpretation is useful because in the case of the real earth, the de-
generacy is removed by rotation, and this method permits the calculation 
of the amplitudes and phases of each split line as a function of the dy-
namic properties of the source. 
Theory of a Travelling Disturbance 
The motion of an elastic sphere can be separated into spheroidal 
and toroidal types. The spheroidal motion which corresponds to Rayleigh 
waves is characterized by vanishing radial component of curl. The 
toroidal motion which corresponds to SH waves has non-zero curl only 
in the radial direction. These two types of motion may be e xpressed in 
terms of the vector spherical harmonics P, B, and C defined by Morse 
and Feshbach (1953). 
00 1 
u
T 
=)' '\ Z(r)C 1(9, <p)exp(iwT t) 
o L -m m1 (I) 
1=1 m=O 
00 00 
uS = L L (X(r)P m1(9, <p) + Y(r)B
m 1(9, <p) FexpE-iw~ltF (2) 
1=1 m=l 
The functions X, Y, and Z depend on the distribution of elastic param-
eters with depth, w~l and w~l are the angular frequencies of the modes 
T m and Sm t' 1 F th ' 'II xt 1 1 respec lve y. rom ese senes we Wl e ract one term 
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to use as the response of an elastic sphere to an elementary source. 
In the subsequent development we will superpose elementary 
sources lagged in time and space to get the equivalent of a moving source. 
The choice of the elementary source comes from the observation of the 
first motion patterns for P and S waves. The P wave first motion 
pattern for most earthquakes associated with faulting shows a quadrant 
distribution about the fault direction, that is the sign of the motion 
changes as the observation point passes from one quadrant to the next, 
and the maximum amplitude occurs near angles of rr/ 4, 3rr/4 and so 
forth. If this observed amplitude distribution were expanded in terms 
of surface harmonics pr;:{cos a)sin ffi{{J, the largest term in the series 
would be that for m = 2. We expect the same distribution for Rayleigh 
waves. F or SH waves, the first motion pattern indicates that the sur-
face harmonic m~{Clp a)sin <.p is the predominate one. Thus from the 
series representation of the displacements of an elastic sphere given in 
equations 1 and 2, we take the term that has a sin 2<.p dependence for 
spheroidal motion and a sin <.p independence for toroidal motion and use 
these terms to represent the response of the earth to an elementary source 
which is physically similar to an observed earthquake. 
The expressions for the components of displacement for spher-
oidal modes due to an elementary source located at the pole of the spheri-
cal coordinate system and acting at time zero are as follows: 
2 
u
r 
= U{r)P n{cos a)sin 2<.p (3) 
V{r) [ 2 Z] 
- . ...:...,,2,..:.a- n cos a P n{cos a) - (nt2)P n_l{cos a) sin 2<.p 
Sln 
(4) 
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u = 
cp ~ ( pZ (cos 8)cos Zrn] Sln 0 n 'I' (5) 
where U and V are functions that depend on the mode number and the 
variation of elastic parameters with depth. A parallel development for 
the toroidal modes can be carried out, however the observations of 
these modes have not been good enough to justify such a calculation here. 
If this source is now displaced an amount x along a fault which 
makes an angle cp with the great circle path to the receiving station, 
the coordinates of that station with respect to the new position of the 
source are 8' 
, 
and cp where 
cos 8' = cos (x/R)cos cp + sin 8 sin cp sin (x/R) 
R is the radius of the earth, and 
sin cp' = (sin 8 sin cp)/sin 8' 
The source will not arrive at this point x until a time 'T after the origin 
time, and this time 'T will be equal to x / v where v is the average 
velocity with which the source has moved during the time it took to 
traverse the distance from 0 to x. Furthermore, the amplitude of the 
source at this later time may be less, and the average velocity of ruptur e 
may have changed as will be discussed later. so we multiply by some 
amplitude function A(x), and consider the velocity to be a function of x . 
v(x). The vector components of the infinitesimal contribution to vibration 
of the nth spheroidal mode by such a source can be integrated over the 
length of t he fault L, which has been chosen to be in the direction of the 
azimuth cp = O. The displacements are given by 
u 
r 
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= U(r) rL A(x)p2(cos 9(x) )sin 2qJ(x)exp(-iw 'T(x»dx JO n n 
rL 2 2 
u 9 = V(r), A(x)[ (n+2)P _l(cOS 9(x» - ncos 9(x)P (cos vO n n 
sin 2qJ(x) exp (-iw
n 
'T(x) ) 
X [ ] dx 
sin 2 9(x) 
(6) 
9(x)] 
(7) 
The decay law 4(x) for the source has been included because the intensity 
of radiation from a moving crack should decrease with distance due to 
the fact that it is continuously releasing stress as it moves along which 
decreases both the intensity of the strain field and the volume over which 
it is being released. Since the intensity of the strain field is decreasing, 
it was originally thought that the velocity of rupture might change also, 
so it is included as a function of x. We now feel that the concept of a 
m.oving dipole or vertical force as a representation of a real fault is 
sufficiently crude that such refinem.ents in the concept of a fault velocity 
other than as an average velocity m.ay be meaningless. 
For fault lengths sm.all com.pared with the circumference of the 
earth, and for velocities such that t he tim.e of propagation is sm.all com-
pared with the period of the m.ode considered. the integrands in equations 
6, 7, and 8 are slowly oscillating functions over the range of integration, 
and num.erical integration is justified. In fact it is preferable to use a 
finite sum. rather than an approxim.ation of the integrand that would per-
m.it exact evaluation of the integral because we m.ay wish to simulate the 
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earthquake by a small number of individual fractures instead of one long 
continuous rupture. 
These three complex integrals have been programmed for an 
IBM 7090 computer. The six integrands, real and imaginary parts of 
the three components for different fault lengths and rupture velocities 
are carried as a three-dimensional array S . . k where i is the mode 1; J, 
number, j is the fault length, and k is the component of displacement. 
With this arrangement it is possible to carry out the six integrations 
simultaneously, and use different fault lengths without .having to repeat 
any parts of the integration. In addition to the three phase differences 
this program computes the absolute phase lag of each component referred 
to the origin time of the source (± 21l1r), and the ratio of amplitude of 
the two horizontal components. This last quantity is only capable of 
calculation due to the fact that both horizontal components have the saITle 
functional dependence on r, namely V(r)" 
The amplitude and velocity functions are defined in the prograITl 
as Fortran FUNCTION subprograms and thus may be changed to any de-
sired function without altering the rest of the program. Each of these 
functions is made to depend on a parameter which is read in at the start 
of each run. For a given functional relationship, the parameter deter-
rines how rapidly the amplitude or velocity change with distance. If 
the parameters are zero, the functional relation reduces to a constant. 
For example, in the prelim.inary work on this problem the amplitude 
function has been defined as -ax e where a is the parameter and x 
the distance. 
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Since the initial phases of the three components of motion at each 
station are computed directly, we can consider pairs of stations and 
evaluate the phase difference for one component of motion at two stations. 
Neither the phase shift between the two horizontal components at one 
station, or the phase for one component at two stations is easy to ob-
serve experimentally. The reason is that by horizontal components we 
do not mean NS and EW, but e and cp referred to a coordinate 
system with its pole at the epicenter. The practical separation of these 
components has not been possible in the data we have analyzed. For 
some stations one can say that a particular geographical component is 
responding mostly to e or cp motion, for example Isabella which is 
oriented N 320 W is almost along a line drawn from the epicenter, 
so it can be considered to be measuring e motion only. The results 
that will be shown here reflect t his poor separation of coordinates. 
Comparison of Theory With Observations 
In all the results that follow, experimentally determined phase 
shifts were obtained by cross spectral analyses of records covering the 
same interval of time. In most cases the individual time corrections 
at stations provided a phase correction smaller than the other uncer-
tainties involved in the measurement of phase. 
Figure 14 shows the phase difference for the e component of 
motion at Isabella and Nana. The solid line represents the theoretical 
values for a fault of length 1000 km with a rupture velocity of 3 km/ sec. 
The open circles are the observed phase differences between the NW 
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cOInponents of strain at the two stations . Repetition of this calculation 
for other fault paraIneters showed it to change only slightly. A change 
in station coordinates which is equivalent to a c h ange in the assuIned 
azimuth of the fault (since this determines the coordinate system used) 
produces a radical change in the pattern so this calculation. although it 
is not sensitive to length and velocity may aid in the determination of 
the fault azimuth. 
Figure 15 shows the phase difference between e and cp com-
ponents for the Nana station computed for a 1000 km fault and a rupture 
velo city of 3 km/ sec. The measured phase between the components 
which are oriented NW and NE is shown by the open circles . The fit 
is poor, and no improv ement is expected for this type of observation 
without better separation of components. 
Figure 16 represents the same situation for the Tiefenort e a r th 
tide installation. Here the e direction makes an angle of 45 0 with the 
NS component. 
Figure 17 compares the phase between rand e components 
for the Berkeley station and several choices of fault parameters. It 
should be noted that this particular theoretical calculation is independent 
of the type of elementary source used, giving the same results for a di-
pole as a point vertical force . This is what would be expected, since 
the phase shift between components for a propagating Rayleigh wave is 
independent of the source. 
Figure 18 shows the phase difference between vertical components 
• 
at Pasadena and Berkeley. It is interesting to note that Berkeley leads 
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Pasadena as would be e x pected for a fault that propagated from north to 
south. Also, the pattern indicates that the odd and even modes are be-
having differently; this is caused by the particular geographical location 
of the two stations. An entirely different pattern could be constructed 
by considering the phase to be continually increasing or decreasing, 
and adding 2nn to the observations, however for recognition and com-
parison with theory, it seems more reasonable to restri ct the phases 
to the range 0, 2n. 
Figure 19 shows the effect of a decaying source on the pattern 
for r, 9 phase shift at the Pasadena station. The solid line is the 
constant amplitude source and the dashed line is for a source that has 
decayed to l/e of its original amplitude at a distance of 500 kIll. The 
pattern is stretched out toward the higher frequencies. 1£ the observa-
tions were more precise, and the model more realistic, the effect of a 
decaying source would be important. In view of the degree of approxi-
mation considered this effect does not change the main result obtained 
by Benioff, Press, and Smith (1961). 
Source Characteristics in Terms of the Nondegenerate Modes 
The phase relations that have been discussed previously hold for 
for a moving source on a stationary elastic sphere. They also hold for 
experimental observations on a rotating sphere provided the frequency 
resolution is not sufficient to resolve the split lines. If the split lines 
are resolv ed, a new theory is needed. 
The free modes have been considered as a superposition of waves 
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travelling about a sphere in opposite directions with those in one di-
rection being enhanced by the directional properties of the source. 
For an alternate view, consider the independent excitation of the 2n + 1 
degenerate eigenfunctions for a given mode. Clearly, the phase measure-
ment we have been considering must be a weighted average of the indi-
vidual phases of these 2n+ 1 lines. In order to measure relative exci-
tation of these degenerate modes, observations at 2n + 1 stations would 
be necessary. When the degeneracy is removed by rotation and the 
lines are split, within the limits imposed by dissipation and noise it is 
possible to measure the individual amplitude and phase of each split line 
from an observation at a single station. 
As before we can write the expressions for the components of 
displacement on an elastic sphere (equation 2). If we treat the effect 
of rotation as a perturbation on the fr e quencies only, and use a coordinate 
system with a polar axis that corresponds to the axis of rotation of the 
earth, the vertical displacement for a point source at the pole will be 
u 1 = m~ {cos e)exp Eiw~tF (9 ) 
Use of the addition theorem for surface harmonics gives the displacement 
for a point source located at e{x), <p{x) to be 
+1 
u 1 = L 
m=-l 
Note that the frequency is different for each term of the series. If the 
source starts at the point x = 0 and moves along a line that makes an 
angle a with the meridian arriving at the point e{x), <p{x) at a time T{X), 
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we can integrate each term of the sum over x along this direction and 
compute the relative excitation of the 2n + 1 lines for a moving source. 
m For vertical motion of the mode oS 1 the relative amplitude and phase 
are given by the complex number u~ where 
m _ pm( 6) imcp (i-m) I 
u l - 1 cos e U+m)! s~ m~Ecos 6(x) FexpEimcpExF - w~TExF ) dx 
(il) 
Since p~mExF = (_l)m ~~~:l: p~ExFI the modulus of each term 
in equation 10 is unchanged by replacing m by -m. Therefore the pat-
tern of amplitudes for a multiplet excited by a point source is symmetric 
with respect to the line m = O. Asymmetry will be introduced by the 
integration indicated in equation 11 which gives the effect of a moving 
source. We note that there is little asymmetry in the observed multiplets 
for OS2 and OS3 shown in figs. 8 and 9. This indicates that compared 
to the wavelength and period for each of these modes, the fault length 
and duration of rupture were small. 
This asymmetry may be an important factor in the accurate 
determination of the periods of the .higher mod:::s in which the individual 
split lines are not resolved. In this case the observed maximum in the 
spectrum will be displaced slightly from the line m = O. 
The present data for the amplitudes of the split lines has not 
been considered accurate enough to justify carrying out the integration 
of equation 11. Future measurements of great earthquakes recorded 
automatically in digital form on improved instruments may provide data 
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with sufficient precision to utilize the method outlined above for deter-
mining large scale source properties. The limitation on resolution im-
posed by dis sipation in the earth will however prevent a detailed specifi-
cation of the source. 
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VI. EXCITA TION BY OTHER GEOPHYSICAL PHENOMENA 
Energy Considerations 
The energy density associated with a physical phenomenon can 
be used as a rough criterion to estimate the likelihood that it will excite 
the free vibrations of the earth to a measurable extent. The distribution 
of energy with frequency, not the total energy will determine what modes 
will be excited. MacDonald and Ness (1961) estimate that the e n ergy 
denbity for the 0 T 2 mode excited by the 
ergs/cph, but the total energy re l ease is 
Chilean earthquake is 1018 
24 perhaps 10 ergs . Obser-
vations of seismic waves indicate that this energy is distributed over a 
broad band of frequencies, approximately 0.0003 cps to 10 cps. A 
source mechanism that involves a smaller total energy but which is 
restricted to a narrower band of frequencies may be as effective as a 
great earthquake in exciting certain modes of the earth. 
If we use the level of excitation produced by the Chilean earth-
quake as the minimum level for positive detection of the lower modes, 
then only those sources with energy densities at least as great as 1018 
ergs/ cph can be considered. The energy density computed for the 0 T 2 
mode has been used as an order of magnitude estimate for the energy 
of the lower spheroidal modes. The only justification for this use is the 
observed fact that at higher frequencies the energy of Love wav es and 
Rayleigh waves is comparable. 
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Geomagnetic Events 
Benioff* hypothesized that the widespread magnetic field change 
associated with a magnetic storm might be sufficie.ntly coupled to strain 
energy by the conducting mantle to excite the lower modes of the earth. 
Certainly geomagnetic field changes apply a stress to the conducting 
earth, the earth being elastic does respond, and since a ny elastic motion 
can be considered as a superposition of free oscillations, the only ques-
tion concerns the magnitude of the effect. From the energy viewpoint it 
appears that this coupling can be measured. 
Chapman and Bartels (1940) estimate the energy change associated 
with the first phase and the main phase of a magnetic storm as approxi-
22 
mately 10 ergs each. The energy of the main phase is mostly in the 
surface harmonic Pl{cos e) with smaller amounts in P 2{cos e) and 
P 4{cOS e) (with respect to the magnetic axis). The energy of the first 
phase is distributed somewhat more among the higher harmonics. In 
order to estimate the energy density as a function of frequency we hav e 
to relate these harmonics to the natural frequencies of the earth. If the 
time variation of the field is a step function, then the space dependence 
mentioned above should restrict excitation to those modes nS 1 with sur-
face harmonic dependence 1 ~ 5. To estimate the radial overtones that 
would be excited we note that the applied stress will decrease exponentially 
with depth due to the shielding effect of the outer layers. From this, we 
would not expect higher order overtones, with radial nodal surfaces at 
* H. Benioff, personal communication, 1961. 
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relatively shallow depths to be e x cited. Thus the nature of the distributed 
source leads us to estimate ZS5 with a frequency of 10 cph as a reasona ble 
upper limit for the modes excited by a magnetic storm. 
Using this estimate, which is v ery rough. the energy denSity will 
be about 10Zl ergs / cph. Thus if only 1 part in 1000 of the electromagnetic 
energy is converted to strain energy, the energy density will still be 
1018 ergs / cph which we have chosen as the lower limit for detectability. 
To test this hypothesis we analyzed the Isabella strain records for 
two magnetically disturbed periods. Figure ZO is the power spectrum of 
the interval which includes the great solar flare and associated magnetic 
storm of Nov . lZ, 1960. In this figure it appears that some of the modes 
are excited, in particular S 4' So or S5' and zS Z. The mean square 
power in the region near a period of 1 hour corresponds to about 1/50 
of the power measured for the Sz mode excited by the Chilean earthquake. 
Thus these peaks are right at the noise level and without a better specifi-
cation of the noise, we cannot test their significance. 
An analysis of the week of July 15-19, 1959 which included two m a g-
netic_ storms is shown in fig. Zl along with the spectrum of the interval 
July 19-Z4, 1959. Although none of the resonant frequencies of the earth 
appear to be present, there is an increase in the energy level for the 
magnetically disturbed period that may be significant. Again, the actual 
values of ·power are right at the level of background noise. and we do not 
yet know how much variation in the power level can be expected from one 
week to the next due to local weather and related effects. 
The results of this preliminary work indicates that there may be a 
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measureable coupling of magnetic energy to strain energy, but the strain 
energy is no greater than about 5 x 1016 ergs / cph for the lowest modes. 
In order to make a statistical test of this effect, many more samples of 
low frequency seismic noise would be needed. 
Coupling of Sea Level Oscillations 
The frequency range between the OS2 mode and the earth tide 
shows a number of peaks, some of which are common to more than one 
station as can be seen in fig. 2. Since the semi-diurnal ocean tide is 
responsible for an appreciable effect on strain instruments and tiltmeters 
located within several hundred kilometers of a sea coast, it was suspected 
that some of the unidentified low frequency peaks might be due to os cilla-
tions in the sea level excited by the seismic sea wave. 
A cross spectral analysis was performed on a horizontal EW 
pendulum at Pasadena and the Los Angeles outer harbor tide gage re-
cording for a 24 hour interval starting at the arrival of the seismic 
sea wave. The seismometer, which has been described by Gilman (1960), 
is very sensitive to long period tilts. The result of this analysis is shown 
in fig. 22. The peak at 150 minutes has a coherence of 0.75 and a phase 
difference of O. 0 radians betwee.n tilt down to the west and sea level up. 
Analysis of a 5 day interval of the tide gage recording showed a pro-
nounced peak at 75 minutes. The rms amplitude of each of these peaks 
at 75 min and 150 min is about 2 crn. 
The conclusion from this work is that no interpretation of periods 
longer than 1 hour observed on horizontal instruments should be made with-
out measuring and correcting for the tilting effect of nearby sea level 
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fluctuations. Thus it is not possible with the present data to test hypoth-
* eses such as those of Slichter (1961) , Gilbert, or Alterman Jarosch and 
Pekeris (1959 ) which involve periods of the core-mantle system which 
are longer than 1 hour. 
* J. F. Gilbert, personal communication, 1961. 
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LIST OF CAPTIONS 
Time window and corresponding spectral window used for 
fine resolution Fourier analysis. 
Power spectra and coherence for Isabella,. California and 
Nana, Peru, computed with 500 lags, At = 3 minutes, record 
length = 6932 minutes. Theoretical values for the periods of 
free oscillations are based on a Gutenberg model earth. 
Filter notation described by Benioff, Press and Smith (196l). 
Same as fig. 2, for the higher modes. 
Power spectrum of Isabella, lowpass filter cut off at O. 250 
cprn, 2000 lags, At = 2 minutes, record length = 38, 200 minutes. 
Power spectra of three component pendulum seismographs at 
Pasadena, and Isabella strain. Higher modes only are shown, 
theoretical values are for a Gutenberg model earth. 
Pasadena-Berkeley, cross spectrum of vertical components, 
low pass filter cut off at 0.60 cprn, 500 lags, At = 0.833 
minutes, record length = 740 minutes. A linear trend has been 
removed. 
Pasadena-Tiefenort, cross spectrum of EW components. 
Nominal pass band. 0.016-0.167 cpm, 200 lags, At = 3 minutes, 
record length = 1155 minutes. A linear trend has been removed. 
Tiefenort, East Germany, power spectra and cross spectrum 
of NS and EW components. Nominal pass band, 0.012-0.250 
CPIIlf 300 lags, At = 2 minutes, record length = 1116 minutes. 
Isabella strain, fine structure of spheroidal mode OS2' Nomi-
nal pass band, 0.0125-0.2500 cprn. Fourier analysis of two 
lengths of record, 19,100 an:l38, 200 minutes, At = 2 minutes. 
Calculated rotational splitting indicated at the bottom of the 
figure. 
Isabella strain, fine structure of spheroidal mode OS3' Nomi-
nal pass band, 0.0125-0.2500 cprn, Fourier analysis of two 
lengths of record, 19,1OOan:l38, 200 minutes, At = 2 minutes. 
Calculated rotational splitting indicated at bottom of figure. 
Isabella strain, fine structure of spheroidal mode OS4' Nomi-
nal pass band, 0.0125-0.2500 cpm, Fourier analysis of two 
lengths of record, 19,100 ani 38, 200 minutes, At = 2 minutes. 
Observed splitting only is indicated, no theoretical values are 
available for this mode. 
Fig. 11. 
Fig. 12. 
Fig. 13. 
Fig. 14. 
Fig. 15. 
Fig. 16. 
Fig. 17. 
Fig. 18. 
Fig. 19. 
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Isabella strain, fine structure of toroidal Illode 0 T 2. NoIninal 
pass band 0.0125-0.2500 CpIll. Fourier analysis of one length 
of record, 19,200 Ininutes, At = 2 nunutes. Calculated rota-
tional splitting indicated by short vertical lines at bottoIll of 
figure. observed splitting shown by vertical lines through 
spectral peaks. 
Isabella strain, fine structure of toroidal Illode OT3. NoIninal 
pass band O. 0125-0. 2500 CpIno Fourier analysis of two lengths 
of record, 19,100 and 38, 200 Ininutes, At = 2 Ininutes. Ob-
served splitting only is indicated. 
Isabella strain, fine structure of radial Illode 050. NoIninal 
p ass band O. 0125-0. 2500 CpIno Fourier analysls of one length 
of record, 38,200 Illinutes, At = 2 Ininutes. No splitting ob-
served. 
Isabella-Nana, observed phase shift between NW cOIllponents 
at each station for spheroidal Illodes. Theoretical phase shift 
calculated for Illoving couple source with velocity 3 kIll/ sec 
and length 1000 kIno 
- -Nana, Peru, observed phase shift between NW and NE COIll-
ponents. Theoretical phase shift between a and qJ cOIllponents 
for a moving couple source with velocity 3 km/sec and length 
1000 kIno 
Tiefenort. East Germany, observed phase shift between NS and 
EW cOIllponents. Theoretical phase shift between a and qJ 
components for a moving couple with velocity 3 km/ sec and 
and length 1000 kIno 
Berkeley, observed phase shift between UD and EW components. 
Theoretical phase shift between :r and a components for a 
moving couple or vertical force with velocities of 3 and 4 
km/ sec and a length of 1000 kIno 
Berkeley-Pasadena, observed phase shift between vertical 
components. Theoretical phase shift between vertical compo-
nents at these two stations computed for a moving couple or 
vertical force with a velocity of 3 kIll/ sec and a length of 1000 
kIno Open circles are for odd order modes, and closed circles 
for the even order modes. 
Pasadena, theoretical phase shift between r and a cOIllponents 
for a Illoving source with constant amplitude (solid line) and 
one the amplitude of which is decaying exponentially with 
distance (dashed line). Both calculations are for a velocity of 
3 km/ sec and a length of 1000 kIno 
Fig. 20. 
Fig. 21. 
Fig. 22. 
Fig. AI. 
Fig. A2. 
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Isabella strain, power spectrum of a 4000 minute interval in-
cluding the magnetic storm of 12 November, 1960. LH = 1 
minute, lags = 1000. no digital filters used. 
Isabella strain, power spectra of two intervals, July 15-19, 
1959 which included two magnetic storms, and July 19-24, a 
quiet interval. Nominal pass band, 0.0166-0.1666 cprn, 300 
lags, At = 3 minutes, record length = 5400 minutes. 
Pasadena-Los Angeles Harbor, power spectra for tide gage 
recording compared with that of a horizontal long period 
pendulum seismograph. Nominal pass band 0.0125-0.2500 
cpm, 300 lags, At = 2 minutes, record length = 1278 minutes. 
Flow sheet for power spectral analysis system. 
Flow sheet for Fourier analysis system. 
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APPENDIX 
Two separate data processing systems have been written in 
Fortran II for use on an IBM 7090. These programs have been written 
with enough generality so that they will handle any number of data 
points, and will read data in any BCD format f rom cards or magnetic 
tape. One group of programs is for performing cross spectral analysis 
on two sets of data, and the other is for Fourier analysis (periodogram 
analysis). 
Setting up these systems was greatly aided by the use of several 
subroutines made available by Bell Telephone Laboratories. The major 
portion of the power spectra system consists of subroutine COQUAD 
written by Ruth Weiss, which we have modified to handle a larger num-
ber of lags and to compute the phase for the complex cross spectrum. 
The input to this subroutine is first buffered through subroutine LOPDEC 
which we designed to read data in blocks of less than a thousand words 
from magnetic tape, lowpass filter, decimate, and store in memory. 
In this manner we are not limited to the size of the memory (32, 768) 
but can work with any number of data points if we are willing to filter 
and decimate. A typical Press-Ewing seismogram for the Chilean earth-
quake will have up to 40, 000 points if digitized at 2 second intervals. 
After this operation, the data is cycled through a lowpas s, decimate, 
and highpass operation any number of times. Just before entering the 
power spectrum section, a mean or linear trend is removed. 
sheet for this system is given in fig. AI. 
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Since handling of large quantities of data requires explicit label-
ing of all output, the first card of each data deck contains the forrnat 
of the data, the number of data points, the time increment, and 48 
columns of identifying information such as station, date, component, 
etc. This identifying information is printed on all output resulting from 
computations performed on this set of data. 
The Fourier analysis system also reads and filters the data with 
subroutine LOPDEC, cycles through a bandpass and decimation scheme 
and removes a trend. The main part of this program is subroutine 
FOUlER which we designed to select a subset of points N to M from 
a set of data of up to 23, 000 points, and Fourier analyze it for a 
specified frequency range at any desired frequency increment. Before 
entering this routine, we have the option of applying any symmetric tim.e 
window to the data from N to M by calling the subroutine WINDOW. 
The arbitrary coefficients are read from cards and fitted to the data 
by linear interpolation. The main block of filtered data is held on a 
special buffer tape during computation when the WINDOW subroutine 
is used. Each time that a new time range N to M is specified, this 
tape is read in to restore the correct values of the entire set of data. 
The system is set up in this manner for .the specific task of exami.ning 
a narrow region of the spectrum as a function of time. A flow sheet 
for this system. is presented in fig. A2. 
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